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Abstract
We investigate the non-perturbative stability of asymptotically anti-de Sitter gravity coupled
to tachyonic scalar fields with mass near the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound. Such scalars are
characterized by power-law radial decay near the AdS boundary, and typical boundary conditions
are “Dirichlet” (fix the slower fall-off mode) or “Neumann” (fix the faster fall-off mode). More
generally though, these “designer gravity” theories admit a large class of boundary conditions
defined by a functional relation between the two modes. While previous stability proofs have
considered boundary conditions that are deformations of the Neumann theory, the goal of this paper
is to analyze stability in designer gravity with boundary conditions that are irrelevant deformations
of the Dirichlet theory. We obtain a lower bound on the energy using spinor charge methods and
show that for the most interesting class of such boundary conditions, the theory is always stable.
We argue that the deformed theory flows to a new fixed point in the ultraviolet, which is just the
Neumann theory. We also derive a corresponding “effective potential” that implies stability if it
has a global minimum.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The bulk side of the AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3] consists of gravity coupled to various
matter fields. In particular, supergravity compactifications relevant to AdS/CFT [4–6] often
contain tachyonic scalar fields with masses at or slightly above the Breitenlohner-Freedman
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(BF) bound [7]. In some cases, the bulk theory can be consistently truncated so that the
matter content is just scalar fields [8, 9].
Such theories of AdSd+1 gravity coupled to scalar fields near the BF bound (sometimes
called “designer gravity” [10]) are known to admit a large class of boundary conditions, which
can be defined in terms of an arbitrary function W . The scalar fields have slower fall-off than
allowed by the standard asymptotically AdS boundary conditions of [11], but nevertheless,
the conserved charges have been shown to be finite and well-defined once back-reaction
effects are taken into account [12–14]. This paper is concerned with the conditions under
which the total conserved energy is bounded from below (for other interesting applications,
see e.g., [15–24]).
The scalar field equation of motion has two linearly independent solutions, which can
be represented by the coefficients of terms in the asymptotic radial expansion, labeled α
(leading) and β (subleading). The standard or “Dirichlet” boundary condition is to turn
off the slow fall-off mode, α = 0. More generally though, we can consider a “deformation”
of the Dirichlet theory by taking as a boundary condition α = W ′(β). Similarly, there is a
“Neumann” theory given by β = 0, and more generally we may choose boundary conditions
of form β = W ′(α).
The derivation of the energy bound proceeds by following a Witten-Nester style argument
using a spinor charge [25, 26]. For the Dirichlet scalar boundary conditions (α = 0), it was
proven several decades ago that the energy is positive if the scalar potential is generated by
a superpotential [27–29]. More recently, this proof was adapted to the slow fall-off theory
with boundary conditions β = W ′(α) [14, 30–33], where it was shown that the theory is
stable if the effective potential V(α) (defined below) has a global minimum and the scalar
potential admits a certain type of superpotential. These results finally proved a conjecture
about stable ground states in designer gravity that was originally given in [10].
However, the analogous stability condition for deformations of the Dirichlet theory has
never been given a complete treatment1. The main goal of this paper is to fully address
energy bounds in designer gravity theories with boundary conditions of the form α = W ′(β).
The spinor charge calculation itself is nearly identical to that in the Neumann theory, but the
implications of the resulting energy bound are somewhat surprising. First, for any power-law
1 Some discussion was given in [33] for the case where the BF bound is saturated.
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boundary condition W ∼ βn, the Dirichlet theory is always stable (assuming the appropriate
superpotential exists). This is in contrast to the Neumann case, where the existence of a
lower bound on the energy tends to be heavily dependent on the choice of W . Secondly,
defining the appropriate effective potential V(β) in the Dirichlet theory is a bit subtle; it
turns out not to be what one might naively expect based on the Neumann theory results.
The effective potential of [10] was constructed on-shell, in the sense that only the extrema
of V(α) gave the energy of certain static, spherically-symmetric soliton solutions. We will
verify, though, that it is possible to construct initial data for nearby solutions with the
same boundary conditions for arbitrary asymptotic values of α and energy arbitrarily close
to V(α). This implies that V(α) represents a “good” effective potential. A similar type
of argument reveals how to define the right effective potential in the Dirichlet case. Once
again, it is this off-shell potential which appears in the energy bound and thus determines
stability of the theory.
It is a general principle of AdS/CFT that deformations of the CFT correspond to modi-
fications of the AdS boundary conditions. For designer gravity theories with a field theory
dual, the boundary conditions given by a function W are related to the addition of a multi-
trace potential term
∫
ddx W (O) to the CFT action [34–36], where O is the operator dual
to the bulk scalar. The effective potential V(O) is simply minus the effective lagrangian of
the CFT restricted to constant values of O (and all other sources and currents turned off).
(See, for example, [37, 38] for discussion of multi-trace deformations and stability from the
dual field theory perspective).
Multi-trace deformations of the Dirichlet theory are always irrelevant (the double-trace
deformation is classically marginal at the BF bound). However, we will find that in the
limit of classical bulk gravity, the theory is in fact UV safe in the following sense: adding
higher power irrelevant deformations of any sign does not destabilize the potential, as it
may with irrelevant deformations of the Neumann theory. For double-trace deformations
defined at some bare scale, which in particular affect the two-point function at leading order,
we find explicitly that the deformed Dirichlet theory flows to a new fixed point in the UV
corresponding to the Neumann theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give a more detailed introduction to
designer gravity and review previous work on minimum energy theorems in the Neumann
theory. In section III, we derive an energy bound for deformations of the Dirichlet theory
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and discuss how this relates to properties of the appropriate effective potential. In section
IV, we construct time-symmetric initial data that satisfies our boundary conditions at any
value of 〈O〉 and whose energy is simply V(〈O〉) plus arbitrarily small corrections. This
demonstrates that the object V is in fact a suitable effective potential. We close with a
discussion of our results in section V.
II. DESIGNER GRAVITY REVIEW
In this section, we briefly review the important features of designer gravity theories. We
focus in particular on proofs of the nonperturbative stability of these theories using spinor
charge methods.
We consider asymptotically AdSd+1 gravity (d ≥ 3) coupled to a tachyonic scalar field
with action
S =
1
2
∫
dd+1x
√−g [R− (∇φ)2 − 2V (φ)] , (2.1)
where we have set 8piG = 1. Near φ = 0, we assume that the scalar potential V (φ) takes
the form
V (φ) = −d(d− 1)
2`2AdS
+
1
2
m2φ2 + . . . , (2.2)
where `AdS is the AdS radius. It will be convenient to work in units where `AdS = 1. In
designer gravity theories, we restrict to scalar masses m2 < 0 in the range
m2BF ≤ m2 < m2BF + 1, (2.3)
where the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound for perturbative stability [7] is
m2 ≥ m2BF = −
d 2
4
. (2.4)
We are interested in metrics which asymptotically approach [14, 31, 39] the metric of
exact AdS spacetime in global coordinates2,
ds2 = − (1 + r2) dt2 + dr2
1 + r2
+ r2dΩ2d−1 . (2.5)
2 If one is interested in asymptotically planar AdS, one simply needs to take a scaling limit [32] where all
scales of the solution are  1 in units of the AdS radius. In our case, this is a large (α, β) limit.
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Here dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit sphere S
d−1. For most masses in the range (2.3), the
scalar field behaves near the AdS boundary (r →∞) as
φ =
α
rλ−
+
β
rλ+
+ . . . , (2.6)
where
λ± =
d±√d 2 + 4m2
2
, (2.7)
and the coefficients α, β do not depend on the radial coordinate r. For m2 = m2BF , the roots
(2.7) are degenerate and the solution has the asymptotic behavior3
φ =
α log r
rd/2
+
β
rd/2
+ . . . . (2.8)
Note that in global AdS we use the radius of the boundary Sd−1 to define the scale of the
logarithm. This means that one should interpret log r = log(r/RSd−1), and RSd−1 = `AdS = 1
in our units.
In the mass range (2.3), both the α, β modes are normalizeable, so in order to have
well-defined evolution within a phase space we must impose a boundary condition at the
AdS boundary. For example, the standard Dirichlet boundary condition is to fix α = 0.
Alternatively, one could choose the Neumann boundary condition β = 0. More generally, it
is sufficient to fix a functional relation between α and β, which we express as
β ≡ dW
dα
, (2.9)
for some arbitrary smooth function W (α). Note that a general boundary condition W will
break the asymptotic AdS symmetry, but conformal invariance is preserved by the choice
W (α) = k|α|d/λ− , m2 6= m2BF (2.10)
W (α) = kα2 − 1
d
α2 log |α| , m2 = m2BF (2.11)
for some arbitrary constant k.4
3 See [13, 14, 40] for discussion of additional cases where logarithmic branches may arise. In general, this
can occur when λ+/λ− = n, where n is an integer. We will not further consider such cases in this paper
(except for n = 1).
4 It is worth noting that for m2 6= m2BF the Neumann theory W (α) = 0 preserves the conformal symmetry.
However, this is not true for m2 = m2BF , since the Neumann boundary condition does not include the
logarithmic term in (2.11). The Dirichlet boundary condition α = 0 always preserves the conformal
symmetry.
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Solitons are nonsingular, horizonless, static, spherically symmetric solutions of the bulk
gravity theory. We expect the minimum energy ground state of a designer gravity theory to
be given by one of these solitons [10, 31]. For every choice of φ at the origin, the solutions
to the equations of motion behave as in (2.6) or (2.8) for some (constant) values of α, β.
By scanning different values for φ(0), we map out a curve in the α, β plane5, which we
call β0(α). The solitons consistent with our boundary conditions are then given by the
intersection points, β0(α) = W
′(α). Let us now define
W0(α) = −
∫ α
0
β0(α˜)dα˜ , (2.12)
and
V(α) = (λ+ − λ−)(W (α) +W0(α)) . (2.13)
In general, the function W0 can only be determined numerically, but for small α it can be
shown analytically [32] that
W0 =
pi
λ+ − λ−
Γ2[λ+/2] csc[pi(λ+ − λ−)/2]
Γ2[λ−/2]Γ2[(λ+ − λ−)/2] α
2 + . . . (2.14)
It was shown in [10] that extrema of V (denoted α = α∗) correspond to solitons satisfying
our boundary conditions, and further that the value of V(α∗) gives the total energy of the
soliton (up to overall volume normalization).
The above statements translate simply to the field theory side. The bulk scalar is dual to
an operator O of conformal dimension ∆ = λ− (which becomes ∆ = d/2 when m2 = m2BF ).
Our boundary conditions (2.9) correspond to a deformation of the Neumann theory by
adding a term to the action
∆SCFT = −
∫
ddx W (O). (2.15)
Note that for masses in the range (2.3), a double-trace deformation O2 is a relevant operator
(or marginal when m2 = m2BF ). The function V is simply the effective potential for the
operator, which is minus the effective action restricted to constant field configurations (see
e.g., [37]),
V(α) = −Γ[O(xµ) = α] . (2.16)
5 For certain scalar potentials, this curve may not be single-valued, so it does not define a function β0(α).
For example, the known supergravity truncations containing scalars at the BF bound (see e.g., [17, 23])
appear to exhibit this behavior. We will generally not consider such cases in this work, though we do
make some further comments in section V.
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Every soliton corresponds to an extremum of V with 〈O〉 = α∗, and the energy of the state is
simply
∫
ddx V(α∗). Based on this interpretation, it was conjectured in [10] that the theory
would be stable if V admits a global minimum. We now briefly review previous work on
proving this conjecture.
A. Stability in the Neumann Theory
The minimum energy bound is derived following a Witten-Nester style proof [25–29],
which makes use of the spinor charge
Q =
∫
C
∗B , Bcd = ψ¯γ[cγdγe]∇̂eψ + h.c. , (2.17)
where C = ∂Σ is a surface at spatial infinity that bounds a spacelike surface Σ. The covariant
derivative is
∇̂aψ = ∇aψ + P (φ)√
2(d− 1)γaψ , (2.18)
where the “Witten spinor” ψ is required to satisfy a spatial Dirac equation γi∇̂iψ = 0 and
to asymptotically approach a Killing spinor of exact AdS (see e.g., [30]). Using standard
manipulations, it can be shown that Q ≥ 0 if the “superpotential” P satisfies
V (φ) = (d− 1)
(
dP
dφ
)2
− dP 2 . (2.19)
The energy bound is then obtained by relating the spinor charge to the physical energy E.
This depends crucially on the global existence of a (real) one-parameter family of superpo-
tentials Ps [30, 32]. Generally, a solution to (2.19) exists up to some critical value sc > 0,
and we refer to this as the critical superpotential, Pc.
We first take m2 6= m2BF . Assuming that the appropriate superpotential exists, evaluation
of the spinor charge yields [14, 30, 32]
E ≥ (λ+ − λ−)
∮ [
W +
λ−
d
sc|α|d/λ−
]
, (2.20)
where the integral is over the unit sphere Sd−1. The explicit form of the total conserved
energy E may be found in, e.g. [14].
Using scaling arguments, one can show [32] that for large α, the spherical soliton ap-
proaches a planar, boost-invariant solution (sometimes called a “fake supergravity” domain
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wall [41, 42]), and in this asymptotic regime
W0(α) =
λ−
d
sc|α|d/λ− + . . . (2.21)
The fake supergravity solution (which is an asymptotically planar AdS solution) in fact
saturates the energy bound (2.20). It follows that if V(α) is bounded, the right hand side
of (2.20) is bounded. This proved the stability conjecture in [10]. A similar result has been
proven when m2 = m2BF in [33] (see Appendix A).
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FIG. 1: The Neumann effective potential function W0(α) in global AdS (solid black) and Poincare´
AdS (dashed red). These plots are for the case of d = 3, λ− = 1, V = −3− φ2 + φ4/2. In the log
plot (right), we also include the small α analytic answer, W0 =
α2
pi + . . . (dotted blue). Note that
here it is sufficient to simply plot W0, as the contribution of W (α) to V is trivially additive. This
is not the case for the Dirichlet theory.
III. STABILITY IN THE DIRICHLET THEORY
In this section, we turn to studying deformations of the Dirichlet theory α = 0. We derive
the appropriate energy bound for these cases and analyze the conditions under which the
theory is stable.
The previous section considered boundary conditions of the form β = β(α), corresponding
to a deformation of the Neumann theory β = 0. An equally valid boundary condition that
also leads to a single consistent phase space is given by enforcing α = α(β). This corresponds
to a deformation of the Dirichlet theory. Once again, it is useful to parametrize this in terms
of some arbitrary function W (β) as
α =
dW
dβ
. (3.1)
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This boundary condition corresponds to a deformation of the field theory by a term W (O),
where the operator O now has conformal dimension ∆ = λ+. Note that for masses in the
range (2.3), a deformation On for n ≥ 2 is an irrelevant operator (or marginal if n = 2 and
m2 = m2BF ). For now we consider general masses m
2
BF < m
2 < m2BF + 1. The case where
the BF bound is saturated will be treated separately in Appendix A.
A. The Energy Bound
The energy bound for the Dirichlet theory can be derived following the same procedure
given in section II A; the only difference is the scalar boundary condition (3.1). The final
result is
E ≥ (λ+ − λ−)
∮ (
αβ −W (β) + scλ−
d
|α|d/λ−
)
, (3.2)
where we emphasize that in this expression α is regarded as a function of β due to the
boundary condition. This means that every term in (3.2) depends explicitly on the function
W , in contrast to the general Neumann case6.
The deformed Dirichlet theory will be stable if the quantity on the right hand side of
(3.2) is bounded from below. To proceed with the analysis, we assume a simple form for the
deformation,
W (β) = f βn =⇒ α(β) = nfβn−1 , (3.3)
for n a non-negative integer and f a constant. In theories with a CFT dual, such polynomial
deformations W ∼ On are typically of most interest.
The energy bound then becomes
E ≥ (λ+ − λ−)
∮ (
(n− 1)fβn + scλ−n|f |
d/λ−
d
|β|(n−1)d/λ−
)
. (3.4)
For n = 0 or 1, the inequality (3.4) takes the form E ≥ constant, so the theory is stable.
For n ≥ 2, the second term on the right hand side of (3.4) dominates at large β. Since the
coefficient of this term is positive, there is always a global minimum. We conclude that for
any n, f , the deformed Dirichlet theory is stable.
6 When sc = 0 (which occurs for example in the supergravity truncation studied in [10]), we see from
(2.20) that stability of the Neumann theory depends simply on whether the boundary condition W (α)
has a global minimum. For the Dirichlet case with sc = 0, stability depends on the more complicated
expression βW ′(β)−W (β), though at least for the power-law boundary conditions (3.3) this is again just
proportional to W (β).
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B. The Effective Potential
Following the arguments in the Neumann case, we may attempt to define an analogous
effective potential along the lines of (2.12,2.13),
V˜(β) = (λ+ − λ−) (W0(β)−W (β)) , (3.5)
where
W0(β) = +
∫ β
0
α0(β˜)dβ˜ (3.6)
and α0(β) is the soliton curve (Note that this is a different function than (2.12), which
takes α as the argument; to avoid confusion we shall always write the argument (α or β)
explicitly). Once again, this satisfies the properties that extrema of V˜ give the solitons
satisfying our boundary conditions and the value of V˜ at the extremum is the energy of the
corresponding soliton.
For large β, the solitons approach the scale-invariant form
W0(β) = − λ+
ds
λ−/λ+
c
|β|d/λ+ + . . . , (3.7)
which may be obtained from (2.12) and (2.21). Hence, the naive effective potential ap-
proaches
V˜ = (λ+ − λ−)
(
−fβn − λ+
ds
λ−/λ+
c
|β|d/λ+ + . . .
)
. (3.8)
Clearly this expression does not match the right hand side of the energy bound (3.4), which
is a major difference from the Neumann case. In particular, there are cases for which V˜ has
no global minimum (for example, W (β) = fβ2, f > 0) but, as stated above, E is always
bounded from below. This suggests that V˜ is not the correct effective potential for the
Dirichlet theory (as indicated by the tilde notation).
Let us instead consider
V(β) = (λ+ − λ−) [α(β)β −W (β) +W0(α(β))] , (3.9)
which is simply the “Legendre transform” W (α) → αβ −W (β) of the Neumann effective
potential (2.13). First, note that when a soliton satisfies our boundary conditions (at some
β = β∗), we have
V ′(β∗) = (λ+ − λ−) [α(β∗)−W ′(β∗) + α′(β∗) {W ′0(α(β∗)) + β∗}] = 0, (3.10)
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and at these extrema V(β∗) gives the energy of the soliton. Furthermore, using the asymp-
totic scaling behavior (2.21) we have in the planar limit,
V(β) = (λ+ − λ−)
(
α(β)β −W (β) + scλ−
d
|α(β)|d/λ− + . . .
)
, (3.11)
which is just the expression that appears in the energy bound (3.2), as was the case for
the Neumann theory. It follows that once again, the planar fake supergravity solutions
saturate the energy bound. We have therefore found a good candidate effective potential,
which gives the mass of static solutions at its extrema and in the planar (large β) limit
coincides with the energy bound. We emphasize that this was not the case for V˜ . This
asymptotic agreement of V(β) and the RHS of (3.4) tells us stability for the Dirichlet theory
is guaranteed by boundedness of V(β). Following the original designer gravity conjecture,
we will also conjecture that the minimum energy solution is the spherical soliton associated
with the minimum of (3.9). Further evidence that we should interpret (3.9) as the effective
potential for the deformed Dirichlet theory will be provided in the next section.
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FIG. 2: The Dirichlet effective potential function V (solid black), the incorrect potential function V˜
(dashed red), and the quantity on the right hand side of the energy bound (3.2) (dash-dot purple).
Here we have chosen linear boundary conditions α = W ′(β) = fβ, with f > 0 (left) and f < 0
(right) in global AdS. These plots are for the case of d = 3, λ+ = 2, V = −3− φ2 + φ4/2, f = ±1,
which has sc = 0.89. Note that V˜ and V agree at extrema, and that the true effective potential is
bounded from below for either sign of f .
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IV. THE OFF-SHELL EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
We have argued above that the effective potential V is a good effective potential in that
its value at extrema gives the energy of corresponding static configurations. In this section,
we will improve upon this by showing that both V(α) and V(β) also give the energy of
nearby non-static configurations.
In mean field theory, we can consider evaluating the effective action on a constant field
state and construct the usual effective potential,
V(ϕ0) = −(Volume)−1Γ[ϕ(x) = ϕ0] . (4.1)
This is a measure of the energy of a mean field state even when V ′ 6= 0, so that it is
not a static state. We wish to construct a similar object holographically. To do so, we
will construct initial data which asymptotically satisfies our Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary
conditions α = W ′(β) (β = W ′(α)) for arbitrary β (α). This data is matched to an interior
solution that is a constant time slice of an AdS soliton or domain wall, where the approximate
asymptotic interior α∗, β∗ coefficients are related via the soliton curve β0(α). Since the slice
of the soliton/domain wall is time-symmetric, it is natural to consider the case where the
exterior data is time-symmetric as well.
A. Energy of Initial Data
Let us review the (d + 1) Hamiltonian decomposition of AdSd+1. We express the bulk
metric as
(d+1)gab =
(d)hab − nanb , (4.2)
where na is the unit normal to the spacelike hypersurface. We consider time-symmetric
initial data with zero shift,
N i = 0, na∇aφ = 0, Kij = 0. (4.3)
There is one constraint equation, which can be written as
1
2
(d)R =
1
2
hij∂iφ∂jφ+ V (φ). (4.4)
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If we assume a rotational symmetry in the non-radial directions of the spatial metric, we
can use the simple ansatz
φ = φ(r), ds2(h) = r2dΩ2k +
dr2
f(r)
, (4.5)
where dΩ2k is the unit metric on a S
d−1 (k = 1), Rd−1 (k = 0), Hd−1 (k = −1). The constraint
equation then becomes
k
2
(d− 2)(d− 1)
r2
− d− 1
2
(rd−2f)′
rd−1
= V (φ) +
1
2
fφ′2, (4.6)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to r. If our initial profile for φ has the usual
asymptotics
φ =
α
rλ−
+
β
rλ+
+ . . . , (4.7)
then solving (4.6) for large r yields
f = r2 + k +
λ−
d− 1
α2
r2−2λ−
− M0
rd−2
+ . . . , (4.8)
where M0 is an undetermined constant. For this time- and rotationally-symmetric initial
data, the differential Hamiltonian is
δH = −
∮
Ωk
Nf−1/2
(
d− 1
2
rd−2 δf + rd−1f φ′ δφ
)
, (4.9)
where for our asymptotically AdSd+1 solutions we will normalize the lapse as N = r + . . .,
following (2.5). Substituting (4.7, 4.8) into (4.9) we find
Eα
Vk
=
d− 1
2
M0 + λ−αβ + (λ+ − λ−)W (α) , (Neumann), (4.10)
Eβ
Vk
=
d− 1
2
M0 + λ+αβ − (λ+ − λ−)W (β) , (Dirichlet). (4.11)
B. Gluing Solitons
The soliton solution is of the form (4.7,4.8) with k = 1 and β = β0(α). Comparing (4.10)
to (2.13) (or (4.11) to (3.5)) we see that the bare mass coefficient in hrr is related to W0(α)
as
d− 1
2
M0 = (λ+ − λ−)W0(α)− λ−αβ. (4.12)
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For simplicity, let us first consider the case d = 3, λ− = 1, V (φ) = −3 − φ2 + λφ4/4!.
Then the interior solution is
φs =
α∗
r
+
β∗
r2
+
(3 + λ)α3∗
12r3
+ . . . (4.13)
fs(r) = r
2 + 1 +
α2∗
2
− Ms
r
+
4α2∗ + 8β
2
∗ + (4 + λ)α
4
∗
8r2
+ . . . . (4.14)
and the exterior solution is
φext =
α
r
+
β
r2
(4.15)
fext(r) = r
2 + 1 +
α2
2
− Mext
r
+
12α2 + 24β2 + (6 + λ)α4
24r2
+ . . . . (4.16)
At some r = r∗  |α∗|, we impose the matching conditions
fext(r∗) = fs(r∗), φext(r∗) = φs(r∗) (4.17)
which gives
Mext = W0(α)− αβ + (β0(α)− β)
2
2r∗
+ . . . . (4.18)
For general dimension and scalar mass, this becomes
Mext =
2
d− 1 ((λ+ − λ−)W0(α)− λ−αβ) +
(λ+ − λ−)(β0(α)− β)2
(d− 1)rλ+−λ−∗
+ . . . . (4.19)
Substituting this into the energy formula (4.10), we find for deformed Neumann theory that
Eα
V
= (λ+ − λ−)
(
W (α) +W0(α) +
(β0(α)− β)2
2r
λ+−λ−∗
+ . . .
)
(4.20)
Similarly, for the deformed Dirichlet theory, (4.11) gives
Eβ
V
= (λ+ − λ−)
(
αβ −W (β) +W0(α(β)) + (β0(α(β))− β)
2
2r
λ+−λ−∗
+ . . .
)
. (4.21)
We have therefore found that our gluing construction gives solutions which satisfy our bound-
ary conditions for any desired value of α or β, with energy arbitrarily close to the effective
potential V(α) or V(β). Further, the subleading corrections to both (4.20, 4.21) are posi-
tive definite. This gives strong evidence for the second conjecture of [10], namely that in
global AdS the minimum energy solution is the spherical soliton associated with the global
minimum of V .
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C. Gluing Planar Solutions
The gluing story for asymptotically planar AdS systems is very similar to what we just
studied above. However, in the planar limit, one no longer has a nice smooth polar coordinate
origin at r = 0, so one must be careful about what interior solution we choose. However,
if we simply take the α 1 limit, it has been shown that solitons approach scale-invariant
planar domain walls which saturate the energy bounds (2.20, 3.2) [32]. The domain wall
solution is given in terms of the critical superpotential Pc,
k = 0, N = r, f =
2r2P (φ(r))2
d− 1 , φ
′(r) = −(d− 1)P,φ(φ(r))
rP (φ(r))
. (4.22)
The one constant of integration fixes the value of α, and the scaling symmetry of the solution
guarantees that
β = −scα|α|(λ+−λ−)/λ− , M0 = λ+λ−
d(d− 1)4sc|α|
d/λ− . (4.23)
These solutions may have null singularities at r = 0 (or simply a Poincare´ horizon) depending
on the details of the potential and therefore Pc. Nevertheless, it was argued in [32] that they
are valid solutions to consider because they are limiting cases for both global solitons and
finite temperature planar black holes with scalar hair.
Let us once again consider the simple case d = 3, λ− = 1, V (φ) = −3−φ2 +λφ4/4!. Then
there is a one-parameter family of solutions labeled by α∗,
fs(r) = r
2 +
α2∗
2
− 4sc|α∗|
3
3r
+
(4 + 8s2c + λ)α
4
∗
8r2
+ . . .
φs =
α∗
r
− scα∗|α∗|
r2
+
(3 + λ)|α∗|3
12r3
+ . . . . (4.24)
We will simply take this solution, cut it off at some r∗  |α∗| and match it to a generic
solution of the form (4.7, 4.8),
fext.(r∗) = fs(r∗), φext.(r∗) = φs(r∗). (4.25)
Solving for M0 perturbatively in 1/r∗, we find
M0 =
sc|α|3
3
− αβ + (scα|α|+ β)
2
2r∗
+ . . . . (4.26)
For general dimension and scalar mass, the corresponding result is
M0 =
2λ−
d− 1
(
(λ+ − λ−)sc|α|d/λ−
d
− αβ
)
+
λ+ − λ−
d− 1
(scα|α|(λ+−λ−)/λ− + β)2
r
λ+−λ−∗
+ . . . (4.27)
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Substituting this into the energy formula (4.10), we find for deformed Neumann theory that
Eα
V
= (λ+ − λ−)
(
W (α) +
λ−sc|α|d/λ−
d
+
(scα|α|(λ+−λ−)/λ− + β)2
2r
λ+−λ−∗
+ . . .
)
, (4.28)
which can come arbitrarily close to the bound (2.20). Similarly, for the deformed Dirichlet
theory, (4.11) gives
Eβ
V
= (λ+ − λ−)
(
αβ −W (β) + λ−sc|α|
d/λ−
d
+
(scα|α|(λ+−λ−)/λ− + β)2
2r
λ+−λ−∗
+ . . .
)
, (4.29)
which can come arbitrarily close to (3.2). Note that, as before, the leading correction to the
energy of the planar domain wall is manifestly positive, which is consistent with the spinor
charge energy bounds for planar AdS solutions given in the previous sections. We could
have also arrived at these energy formulae by simply taking the planar scaling limit (2.21)
of our soliton result.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have proved a minimum energy theorem (3.2) for asymptotically AdS
spacetimes containing scalar fields with general boundary conditions. Whereas all previous
proofs restricted to boundary conditions that are deformations of the Neumann theory β =
β(α), we have given a complete treatment of stability for boundary conditions that are
deformations of the Dirichlet theory α = α(β). Similarly to the Neumann case, the result
can be stated in terms of an effective potential: If the function (3.9) has a global minimum,
then the energy is bounded from below. In particular, we showed that holographic theories
can be stable under deformations which are power-counting irrelevant, contrary to what one
might have expected. We now conclude by discussing several aspects of these results.
A. When sc Is Not Positive
As mentioned above, there are examples of scalar potentials corresponding to sc = 0,
some of which arise in known supergravity truncations. This often occurs when the soliton
curve β0(α) is not invertible (see e.g. figure 2 of [32]). In this case, the stability analysis is
slightly modified. For Neumann-deformed theories, this was discussed in [32]. The results
for the Dirichlet case are similar: without the stabilizing term proportional to sc in (3.11),
stability depends purely on W (β).
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Another possibility is sc < 0, which implies that no power-law boundary conditions can
stabilize the Dirichlet theory. However, the Neumann theory can still be stabilized for certain
boundary conditions.
In some theories, β0(α) is not even single-valued. For instance, there are cases where
the curve has the behavior α → const. as β → ∞ (see e.g. figure 7 of [33]). This implies
sc = −∞ (using the language of [30] the critical super potential is P+). This suggests that
no boundary conditions other than undeformed Dirichlet (α = 0) lead to a stable theory.
B. Double-trace Deformations
Let us study more closely the case of double-trace deformations, when the boundary
conditions are linear. It is well-known that turning on a relevant double-trace deformation
in a Neumann quantized theory causes a flow to the Dirichlet theory in the IR. Because the
deformation is relevant, the UV theory is simply the undeformed Neumann theory [34]. This
is most easily seen in terms of correlators (following e.g. [43, 44]). Labeling the Neumann
(Dirichlet) retarded Green’s function G−(p) (G+(p)), one can show that under a relevant
(irrelevant) deformation W (O) = fO2 we have
G−f (p) =
1
1/G−(p) + 2f
+O(1/N2) (Neumann), (5.1)
G+f (p) =
1
1/G+(p) + 2f
+O(1/N2) (Dirichlet), (5.2)
where p2 = −(w + i)2 + ~p 2. In the infrared,
G−f (p) =
1
2f
− 1
4f 2G−(p)
+ . . . ∼ G+(p), (5.3)
G+f (p) = G
+(p) + . . . , (5.4)
so both theories flow to the Dirichlet theory. Furthermore, in the ultraviolet,
G−f (p) = G
−(p) + . . . , (5.5)
G+f (p) =
1
2f
− 1
4f 2G+(p)
+ . . . ∼ G−(p), (5.6)
and so we find that under a double-trace deformation, both the Neumann and Dirichlet
theories have a nice UV completion as the undeformed Neumann theory.
This is surprisingly similar to what happens in large N vector models [45]. Consider
an O(N) spin-zero vector theory in 2+1 dimensions at leading order in large N . In the
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UV, the operator ~φ · ~φ has dimension 1, and flows to dimension 2 in the IR. Meanwhile,
a vector of fermions ~ψ · ~ψ has constructive dimension 2, but due to its fermionic nature,
the corresponding beta function has the opposite sign and the operator flows to dimension
1 in the UV. In standard supergravity truncations to AdS4 with m
2 = −2, we have scalar
bilinears of the form Trφ2 with dimension 1, and fermion bilinears of the form Trψ2 with
dimension 2, so our holographic model reproduces behavior similar to the vector model
result.
C. Other Gluing Attempts
In planar AdS, the energy of our glued solutions saturates the spinor energy bound.
This is not the case in global AdS, but the fact that the leading correction to the energy
is manifestly positive highly suggests that the minimum energy solution is the spherical
soliton associated with the global minimum of V . However, it is certainly not proven that
one cannot construct a different solution (or simply initial data) that is smooth and has an
energy in the range minV > E > minEQ, where EQ is the spinor charge bound (2.20) or
(3.2). It would be interesting to investigate if there exist other gluing constructions with
energy below minV , which would disprove this part of the designer gravity conjecture. Other
known examples of similar gluing constructions (e.g. [46]) do not even saturate V , as their
interior solution is not chosen to minimize the energy.
D. Time Evolution of Initial Data
Since we have provided initial data and boundary conditions, we may study the time
evolution of our glued initial data. Within the causal diamond of the region r < r∗, the
solution is simply the static soliton, but outside (unless we are at an extremum of V) the
solution will simply collapse to a black hole. Depending on the details of the initial value of
α (or β) as well as the boundary conditions, the system may evolve to a static black hole
with or without hair. It would be very interesting to study the evolution of this initial data
as a strongly coupled analog to the simple case of a scalar field in a V(φ) potential. Indeed,
one obvious signature of the strong coupling is the fact that the system always thermalizes.
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E. Finite N Effects
It needs to be emphasized that our result is only valid at infinite N . It is of course
possible that one-loop corrections will completely destroy the UV stability of our theory.
However, there are known cases where irrelevant deformations are less malignant, and for
instance only renormalize the AdS radius [47]. It would therefore be of great interest to
study the general effects of radiative corrections on these stability theorems.
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Appendix A: Stability at the BF Bound
In this appendix, we discuss energy bounds when the BF bound is saturated, i.e. m2 =
m2BF .
For deformations of the Neumann theory with boundary conditions β = W ′(α), the
energy bound is
E ≥
∮ [
W (α) + kcα
2 +
1
d
α2 log |α|
]
, (A1)
where once again we require the global existence of the appropriate superpotential, and kc
is a constant associated with the critical solution. For large α, the soliton curve behaves as
W0(α) = kcα
2 +
1
d
α2 log |α| , (A2)
which matches the behavior of the planar fake supergravity solution. It follows that when
the effective potential V = W + W0 has a global minimum, the energy is bounded from
below [33].
For deformations of the Dirichlet theory7 with boundary conditions α = W ′(β), the
results are qualitatively similar to those away from the BF bound. In this case, the energy
7 As noted above, the Neumann theory β = 0 is not conformal when the BF bound is saturated. Since the
Dirichlet theory α = 0 is conformal, one might consider it more natural (in the context of AdS/CFT) to
instead study deformations of this theory.
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bound becomes [33]
E ≥
∮ (
αβ −W (β) + kcα2 + 1
d
α2 log |α|
)
, (A3)
so for the boundary conditions (3.3), we have
E ≥
∮ (
(n− 1)fβn +
(
log |nf |
d
+ kc
)
n2f 2β2(n−1) +
n2f 2(n− 1)
d
β2(n−1) log |β|
)
. (A4)
For n = 0, 1, the energy bound reads E ≥ constant, so the theory is stable. For n ≥ 2, the
last term on the right hand side of (A4) dominates at large β. Since the coefficient of this
term is positive, there is always a global minimum. We conclude once again that for any
n, f , the deformed Dirichlet theory is stable.
For m2 = m2BF , the scale-invariant soliton curve leads to
W0(β) = − dβ
2
8wp
(
± dβ
2(ek0Λ)d/2
)2 (1 + 2wp(± dβ2(ek0Λ)d/2
))
, (A5)
where k0 = −(2kc + 1/d) and wp(z) is the generalized Lambert function [33]. Hence, the
naive effective potential [24, 33] V˜ = W0 −W approaches
V˜ = −fβn − dβ
2
2 log β2
+ . . . (A6)
at large β. Once again this does not agree with the expression appearing on the right hand
side of the energy bound (A4).
As before, one can instead define
V(β) = α(β)β −W (β) +W0(α(β)) , (A7)
which is simply the “Legendre transform” W (α) → αβ −W (β) of the Neumann effective
potential. This function has the properties that its extrema (at β = β∗) correspond to
solitons satisfying our boundary conditions and that V(β∗) gives the energy of the soliton.
Furthermore, using the asymptotic scaling behavior (A2), we have in the planar limit
V(β) = α(β)β −W (β) + kcα(β)2 + 1
d
α(β)2 log |α(β)| , (A8)
which is just the expression that appears in the energy bound (A3). It also follows that the
fake supergravity domain wall solutions saturate the energy bound.
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The off-shell effective potential can be constructed with a similar gluing construction as
in section IV. Now the energy of the time- and rotationally-symmetric initial data is
Eα
Vk
=
d− 1
2
M0 − αβ + dβ
2
4
+W (α), (Neumann), (A9)
Eβ
Vk
=
d− 1
2
M0 +
dβ2
4
−W (β), (Dirichlet). (A10)
Matching solutions at large r as before yields
Eα
V
= W (α) +W0(α) +
(β0(α)− β)2
2 log r∗
+ . . . (A11)
for the deformed Neumann theory and
Eβ
V
= αβ −W (β) +W0(α(β)) + (β0(α(β))− β)
2
2 log r∗
+ . . . . (A12)
for the deformed Dirichlet theory.
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